Decoding objects of basic categories from electroencephalographic signals using wavelet transform and support vector machines.
Decoding and classification of objects through task-oriented electroencephalographic (EEG) signals are the most crucial goals of recent researches conducted mainly for brain-computer interface applications. In this study we aimed to classify single-trial 12 categories of recorded EEG signals. Ten subjects participated in this study. The task was to select target images among 12 basic object categories including animals, flowers, fruits, transportation devices, body organs, clothing, food, stationery, buildings, electronic devices, dolls and jewelry. In order to decode object categories, we have considered several units namely artifact removing, feature extraction, feature selection, and classification. Data were divided into training, validation, and test sets following the artifact removal process. Features were extracted using three different wavelets namely Daubechies4, Haar, and Symlet2. Features were selected among training data and were reduced afterward via scalar feature selection using three criteria including T test, entropy, and Bhattacharyya distance. Selected features were classified by the one-against-one support vector machine (SVM) multi-class classifier. The parameters of SVM were optimized based on training and validation sets. The classification performance (measured by means of accuracy) was obtained approximately 80 % for animal and stationery categories. Moreover, Symlet2 and T test were selected as better wavelet and selection criteria, respectively.